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Burch [7] that the dimension of the special fiber 7K I(m) of (1.3) is subject to the inequality dim(7r 1I(m)) < dim(R) -mind depth(R/In) .
In [2] we gave an improvement of this, by showing that mind depth(R/I ) may be replaced by the asymptotic depth t(I) of the rings R/In . In fact, we even may replace mind depth(R/In ) by t(I) (cf. [3]): (1.4) dim(7r1 (m)) < dim(R) -7(I).
So, if the asymptotic depth t(I) is large, the special fiber 7r 1(m) must be small. In this note we want to give a further result of this type. We namely shall prove that for large values of t(I) the complement 
CONNECTEDNESS-SUBDIMENSION
We define the subdimension dim(Z) of a closed set Z in a noetherian scheme X as the minimal codimension (in Z ) of all closed points x E Z. Thus we may write dim(Z) = min{dimx(Z)Ix E Z closed } (< dim(Z)).
To be complete we define dim(0) = dim(0) = -1.
If Z C X is a closed subset, we define the connectedness-subdimension of Z as follows: This contradicts the assumption that M is indecomposable. We also shall need the following graded version of (3.5), which is shown in the same way using "graded" local cohomology. As an application of (3.5) we get (3.6) Lemma. Let X be a noetherian scheme and let 7 be a connected coherent sheaf over X such that the stalk 9 is an indecomposable Ax y-module for each closed point y of Supp(Sf). Let Z C X be a closed set, which contains all closed points of Supp(Q). Finally assume that dz := min{depth(QK)lx E Z} > 1.
Then the restriction SIX -Z of 7 to the open subset X -Z is connected and satisfies the inequality c(SflX -Z) > dz -2. 
